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THE PRESIDENT'S FORUM

The general economy and the relative' row leVel of

funding currently available for community colleges

has .begun the trend toward distinct cut-backs in the.... '

educational. system. : Community Colleges -have grown

c tremendously since they first began and have firmly

entrenched. themselves into the higher education system.

However, they have not developed the clput with which

the universities have been blessed. The days when

.

community college merely opened their- doors and were

flooded with 'students all over. k The. institutional

--` research . function, im many cases, was not established

as part. of the on -going decision making process of

the institution. (-In many cases, research evaluation

and planning have been addressed sepaOately. The results

have not enhanc.ed any of those areas.

Collfips are just' now beginning to realize the ;.11,

.portante of values clariWication. Mission and goal

statements lutist be identified and clar'ified as aThasis .

for direction tot -college managers. Objectives and

1specific acti ties can be stated and subsequently

evaluated with ocorporation of the research and planting

function directly into the formal decision making ttruc- NC-

. hire. A pro-active approaih, can be. taken. A combination

of research evaAation and planning into the, management

fuiction of the institution should result in the re-

vifalizaiOn' ,of* the community college as an institution
4 which provides opportunities, pePsonnel 'growth, and

advancement as well as for enhancement of le quality

of Ffe in the community.
.

I titutional itesearch, I predict, as a .separate

14-en se to 'f he administration or the community college *

will cease to eiist. 4. It is too costly s venture to

continue in the form 'rn which it currently exists.

Too many researchers are spending the majority of

their time filling out state and federal, reports instead

'of concentrating their professional efforts upon analysis

of college functions. The focus should be on planning
. ----- . 4

.
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with research and evaluation used to support the planning

function. There must be integration of all of these

functions into the decision making process. Only then,..

wild the comiunity college truly be able to accomplish
its basic goal to meet the needs of people it serves.

I -strongly recOmiend that every planner and researcher

refocus her/his energies to bring about this rtvitalization.

t,

1M,
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SPRING 3981,
CHARACTER I ST ICS, ACADEMIC SUCCESS AND
RETENTION OF NON-TRADITIONAL AGE STUDENTS
A7 A COMMUNITY COLLEGE,

Linda' R. Greer
a -

The concern of college administrators with declining',

enrollmegts and the prospects of a^ contived shrinking
of the pool. of traditional potential college students a
has resulted in increased attention, to two goals:

(-1) retaining 4 higher percentage of students'who enrol
,

and (2) attracttnA a 'larger number of older students.
A growing number of students 25 years of age and older

are enrolling: in postsecondary institutions arid in

1976 represented over one-third of the college populatign.

Over 50 percent of the 1970' to f977 enrollment increase
in two-year colleges was comprised of older students

(Wilier, 19804. Is the tr nd toward an older student
population incompatible wit the goal ¶of improved re-

tention? "

Evidence concerNtng tht relationship between age

old attrition is _inconcldsive. In their review d$

the attrition literature Pantage's and Creedon 1978)
' concluded that figs is not a primary f,actor in causing

attrition The results of Aker studies, _howeve

indicate: older students are more likely to OP

out than 'traditional age .students (Newman, 1967, Ast n,

197-5).

Older students are more likely to exhibit ce ain

characeeristiCs which seem to increase the' i elihoo'd

of leaving college. A student's high school record

is 'the best predictor of college success and persistence

(Pantages and Creedon, 1978; Astin, 1975), and older

students generally_ have lower high school averages
than their younger counterparts (Ryan, 1969). , Whether

9
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the difference is due., to ,Ability and past otivation
or grade inflation has not been determined.' Another
characteristic associated with dropping out of school
is working on a full-time basis (Astill, 1975). Because
of financial, obligations, older students are likely
to work more hours per week than traditional age students
('Kuh. and Ardaiolo, 1979) an to attend college on a

part-time basis (Miner, 1980). ,'

Most of the' studies supporting high school average
and wortk as predictors of persistence involved a very
,small number of older. students. In addition, because
these./ factors cannot be changed, the findings are not
particularly valuable to college admiiiistrators and
faculty as they attempt to serve and retain increasing
numbers of non-traditional age students. .Much more

,promising is the research related 'to facto which may,
to some extent, be controllable.

It is becoming increasingly evident that retention
is an extremely complex phenomenon,- involving colplicated
interrelationships among a student's entering charac-`
teristics, goals and expectati,ons, the nature of campus
and what a particular iniviclual' experiences there (Tinto,
1975, Spady, 1970, Rootman, 1972)- The theoretical
model which,seems to be the most complete and to provide
the best framework for research is the one developed
by Tinto (1975). According to Tinto, a student enters
an institution with given background characteristics,
goals, and levels of commitment to his goals and to'

the -institution. The extent for which the interaction
between the student's characteristics and his college
experiences causes him et become integrated into the
academic and social systems of the college determines
new levels of institutiohal. and goal commitment' nd

1thus, whether he persists or leaves the colleg . Jt
li) is, important to note that the two systems.,--a ademic

.and social--are separate and that a person may t-acome
integrated into one and not the other. Tinto, therefore,
distinguishes between different forms'of dropout behavior:
voluntary withdrawal of the academically succesfuI
student, and dismissal of the unsuccessful 'student.

. He hypothesizes that integration into the academic system
primarily , affects goal commitment, whereas the level

vi.,

t..7

.
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of integration, into the social system is more likely
to affect institutional comditment. Expanding, upon
this -concept, he points out, th't a person who leaves
a college voluntarily generally ,has better grades and
a higher level of intellectual development than the
average pershter.

Thi. importance of entering educational goals, levels
of commitment, and expAtations in, relation to persistence
in 'college has been supported eipirically, although."
most of, the studies have not been specifically based
on Tinto's model. Few investigations, howexpr, have
addressed these dimensions in relation to older students.
Traditionally, older students have been assumed to be
highly motivated and goal directed. For exahle, they,
are more likely to enter college with specific 'job-related
goals than are younger studentS (Mathews, 1976; Kuh
and Ardaiolb, 1979). Kuh and Arditcja al.so found, however,
that older students are -likely to Piave lower degree
expectations.

The .major research based specifically on ,Tintoi,s
theory ,and indicating, a poiitive relationship betwien
social and academic integration and persistence (Terenzint
and Pascarella, 1917)', seemed to involve primarily younger
students at residential institutions. Whether or not

the model is 'applicjOle to non-traditional age.students,
particularly At commuter institutions, is, unknowrt.

The purpoe of the investigations reported here is
to examine differences between non-traditional age' (25
and der) and traditional age (17 to 19) entering students
in rela 'on ,to retention, aca4emic success, and selected
aspects o educational goals, levels of goal and institu-
tional comm ment, and expectations for experiences
at the college. The studies were conducted at Clayton
Junior College, a "sit of the University System of Georgia.
Located in a suburb setting in Methpolita* Atlanta,. .

the non - residential co-1 ge has an enrollment of around
3,000 students. Approxima ly 36 .percent of the students '
are 25 years and older.

The- Influence of Age on Persistence and
Academic _ Success of Entering FresIgne.n

, During the Spring of 1919, ap ex post facto study
of firsts -time freshmen who entered, the college in the

1
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Fall.of 1976 was conducted to determlio (1) hetherivi',

groups representing levels. of persistence and academic

success werepignificantly different in regard to entering

characteristics, and (2) the relative contributions of

specific characteristics .to discriminating - among the

groups. Based on attepeance patters between Fall 1976

,..2 and Spring 1979, 441 of 567 freshien id the regular academic

program. (as opposed to a developmental program) were

classified, into Ahre .levels, of persistence; leaver,

'stayer, and graduate. Leavers and stayers were then

both subdivided into two ..groups, based om grade pOint

average, as of ,the last quarter of attendance. 'The resulting

five categories, along with the criteria for inclusion,

are %hown in Table 1.

In the five grpup discriminant analysis that was con:

4 -dueted, each of the five groups representing level of

persistence/acadepic:,success was found to ,be statistically

different from every other group on six >variablis-combined

ip <.400): age,. high s400l average, .SAT sco4s, sex,

and. marital status. Age- ccintributed significantly to

group differences, both independently (univariate F

6.18, p <.0001) and relative to otheL chgracteristics,

serring. primarily to disCriminate between leavers And

stayers of the 'same academic success level and between

Su4cessful stayers andipgraduates.

:lthough the sludents who were 25 ,years of- age" and

. older were more slCcessfur academically than"their younger.

counterOarts (age 1,7 fa 19), a lower 'proportion of them

either graduated or continued to be enrolled at the college.

The majority (574'percenst) of the older students who left

; the college had succeeded .academically,, whereas on1),

percent of the tradi.fional age leavers had been suc-
*

cessful: 1.4

Table 1. Criteria for Assignment Of..Regular StudenTs

i to eersistence /Academic 4ucce'ss Levels; Means

and Standard Deviations for Age'by Level

Category Criteria Age

t,A Meam . , S.D.

Unsucces ul'

Leavers

(n -138)

GPA 0 - 1.9 19.8

Last quarter attended-

' Summer 1977 'or before

'12
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fir Table 1. (Cootiltuei)

/.

,- Category/

Unsticcessful:

Stayers

(n.41) '

- .-

Successful

Leaders

(n.92
i

$1.ccessf07%

. Stayirs

(n70)
.

quarters, including Fall 1978
.

Criteria
's

Mean

Age

, S.0,,

vGPA . 0 - 1,9 19.2 4.5

Attending 5 or more

- quarters'. including

, 197(8;or Winter.R.A4

1979 OR 'earned 75 9r

more hours

GPA 1 2.0- A.0
1

22.5 7.0

Last quarter attended.

Summer 1977 orlefOre

GPA 2;t) 7 4.0 22.0 6.1
Attended 5 or more '.

-q

,
or sore.hours

Winter ;1979 OR earned 75

.

Graduates'

(n..77) .,

Graduated ' 102 i.5

14,Differences ,Between Traditional
and, Nft-Traditionaj Age Students

Relative to Enting 'Goals,
Institutional and Coal Commitment

And Expectations for College Experience

METHODOLOGY la

Sample

Included in this 41!'tudy were 393 17 to 19 yiar old'

students nd 148 studenti 25 years of age and older,

all of o entered, the regular academic. program during

the 'rail of 1,979.. Th00 samples represented ',nor 85

patent of the respective groups.

Instrumermt

An Entering Student Questionnaire (ISO) was designed,

to operationalize the ',concepts of" educational goals,

levels of goal and institutional commitment, end expec-

tatiofis for experiences at the college. The gueitionnaire

was administered to all totering students during the-

1

7
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New 4 Student Orientation held prior to he beginning Of

fall' Quarter, ,1979.
-my

- Sixtt liens from the Y'SQ .(for 54i sajectsl: were included~
in a factor analysis, the first step of which was aprin-

cipal 'actor analysis with itAration. To_,,,maxinize the

. -interpretability of the factors, the 16 factors resulting

werr subjected to varimax rotation. Based on examination
Of the resulting factor structures, four of the factors,
werei chosen as reoresenting 'meaningful dimensions 'related-

,to goals, institutional and goal connitmet. and expec-

/tations. regarding experiences at he college. In general,

factor scores for each subject. were calculatO by summing
the raw stores on variablesriables with factor lo"ad<gs above-

.40, with variables loading above ,.40 on two dimensions,
being included in the factor son -which it had the, higher

loading.
.

. .
_In order, to delecnine (1) the`` ability of the factors

to ,discriminate, , A separately_ and in combination,
and (2) the' rel contribution of each factor to age

group differences, a stepwisei discriminant 'analysis was

,performed.; To further test .the 'strength ,of the dependent

variable a 'classification ,ptfaksis using the individual

g;oup /co-variance matrices and individual discrimina'nt

scores was.done.

. computer prograws used in the analyses were subprogram

disceilinant , and subprogram factor for the Statistical.

Package for the Social Stiences(Nie et al, 1975)

. ,

Rpsults .

.

,'fittor analysis Of the subjects' responses to 60 ESQ.

itOms yielded 14 factors wi40 e0.1111401ues greater than

1.0. For purposes ,of# further analysis, each factor was

assigned a rilme based on' what appeared to be the conceptual

, dimension represented. No claim is made, however, for

the construct validity of the scales relative to these

concepts. ,,,No attempt was made -to group the result. g

f
factors into the large dimensioni of educational goa ,

institutional an goal comaitmentN and expectatio :

_Because several ctors colild each have logically rep'...

' resentad yore fhaelne larger dimension, su groupings

wo,p16 have been ar arid, therefore, mean s.

Ten 6f the ES ons combined were found4o. differ-

eneiate between t ,groUpis, with the variables yielding`

8
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"' am
a multivariate f of 39.82 (df . 10 and 530, p(0000)
The means, standard deviations, a nivarilte F ratios

10for each of the ten ESP variahl re shown in Table
2. «

The functon resulting from the discriminant analysis
yielded a 4( value' of 299.23 (df . 10, p4(.000) and a
canonical correlation with age group membership of .655

--/ (Table 3)., Variables ontributing most to group separa-
tion were expectations for missing classes a9,p/or dropping
out of schOol, expectations for campus socil life, and
image of. the college. As can be seen in Table 2, older
students were more , likely to expect to miss classes or
rirop out of college, had lower expec/ations for partic-
ipation in oampus soci'a life, but had a somewhat more
positive image of the ollege. Contributing moderately
td. group- differentiati n were the influence of family
on .college attendance, the importance of academic quality
and the recommendations of others in choosing the college,
and the likelihood of changing one's choice of career
or igaljon. Older' students were less iffluencet by others,
both in their decision to attend colleges and in their
chdici of the particular college: They also indicated
a greater degree of certainty in. regard 'to their careers
and majors. . ,

Evidence obtained from classifying fhe same subjects..
included in the discriminant %analysis was positive.
The overall classification accuracy rate ---44/S" 86 percent,
with 83 percent Of the older students and EP percent
of the younger group classified correctly.

q

Conclusions and DiscussionA
The older students wn entered the regular' academic

pro ram In ?he 'Iall of 1976 wire more successful acad-
)!emi ally than their younger counterparts. In spite of

this difference, their attrition rate was higher (53

percent:vs. 34 percent): In other words, the majority
of the older student's who left the college did sa,witil
successful academic records, whereas most of the younger
leavers were unsuccessful. ..

Based on Tinto's model, the older students' would §e

expected either to have been different from the younger
.students in 'regard to entering goals and commitment to

I
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these goals an ththe institution;P , or to have. achieved
a 'lower degree7vOf integration into th.e Ampus social
system. Since it was impossible to stu-sil"thesel.dimensions
for ethe 1976 entering students, differences in goals,

levels of commitment, and expectations for college exper-
iences .between the older and traditional gage students,
who entered the college in the Fall of 1979 were°Inves-
tigated. The. age groups were 'distinctly separate grOups

relative 'to Vine vashiables reoresentik various aspects
of thess:dimensAns.

4,

10

Goals' le ,

The educational goals of the plder students were nott
as different frOil those of the traditional-age students
as light hiVe been expected on the basis of previous

researtio, Although not included in the multivariate
analyses; data' relative to the highest intended degree
were available for both age group?. The difference in

degree aspirationl was not significant, a finding that

was inconsistent -with .the reiults, of the Kuh gnd Ardaiolo
study (1979).

44.
The older students seemed $13. be more certain of their

'goals than the youriger ones, with the dimension including
items releted to -ithe of%changing one's major
or career contributing moderately" AD group differences%

Substantiating" this difference was the fact that a signif-
/cantly higher...prpnrtpir of younger students 'Thad not

, declared a majorIX 30.28, df = 2, p1:0000).

The educitionaa goals,of the non-traditional age students
appeared to be somewhat, more job oriented, as would be

expecta4, based on the findings of Kuh knd Ardaiolo (19791

,and h:thews (105) and the fact that ;ore of the older
students' worked at Jull-time 'jobs (K 113.69, OF -

4, p <.0000): They were less interested in traditional

liberal arts tipee goals, e.g., getting a general education

.and learning more aboUt themselves and were taking courses
itltrth werttirecttl related ti'- their lobs. These futoTs,
however,' contributed only slightly to group differences.
Economic motives \for attending college .were important

to both age groups.,

,Evidence related, to the level of commitment to elk
.4-

4.



Table 2. Pearls, Standard Deviations,' and Univariate F Ratios by

Age Group for Ten Dependent Variables (ESP Dimensions)

e

Variable

r. "
,

-Range. of Poss,iliole 17-19 age group

Scores (n.393)

Mean S.D.

25 + age group

(n.. k8)

Mean S.D.

Univar;iaie

F ratio

..

Liberal education,objectives- :3-15a 5.9 ' 2.3 6.9

Likelihooa.of changing major, /career . 6.6 2.9 7.52-10
a

..-.
txpectations.for missing classes/drop-out .6-25a 21.5 2.6' 18.7

,Family desires as reason.for college

attendance
,

3-15 a ' 10.2 . 3.0 12.8

,Recommendations /academic quality as

reasons for choosing CJC 5-25
a

t
14.5 3.2 16.3

-
I

Positive iiage of CJC (coursts, instructors,

.
Students; enthusiasm) 7-35

a
12.6 3.3 11.8

Expectations for campus social life 4-20a .9.2 2.6 12.4-

Expectations fdr remaining at CJC 2-10a 5.6
.

1.3 i 5.5

2..10
a

Satisfaction with high school performance 5.5 2.3 10 6.3 ,

GovreOs relitetto present job ' 2,-10 4.9 2.2 i6.3

Multivariate F - 39.82, with,10 and 530 degrees of freedom (p .00attf__,

2.9

2.1

3.4

2.9

3.5

3.1

2.9

1.6

2.4

2.9

_

'17.95*

17.35*

90.70*

82.45*

30.06*

6.14***
1

153.6*

- 0.61***

l'2.12**'

37.22*

,'1 6
Lower scoresindicated_port positivf'response.to dimension as stated.b
Univariate degrees of. freedom - 1 and 539 * p4.0000 ** p(.0025

iP'
0:

*4* p(.01

.

17
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ucational goals was inconclusive. thee Older student's
\, perceived a much higher probability that they'would, have 4

to miss classes because of job or family responsitilitles.
This dimension received the heaviest weight dis-
criminant function and, it would seem, may lAically
be viewed as an indication of commitment. On the other
hand, the older students appeared to be wore self-motivated°,

viewing _family desires as a reason for attending college

as less'imOlortant than the traditional age subjects.

Image of thetollege/Institutional Commitment
"vt

The dime sio6 representing image of the college was

relatively impdrtant to separation, of the ,age groups;
with the'.older' Students having a more positive image.
Included/ in t e factor were items related to the extent
to whi h stik ents expected the .qualTty of the faculty,
studen s, and courses to be coiparable to that at a four-
year colleg or university'. Additional items related
to/Ne co lege' are enthusiasm for attendin% college
a expect ions for satisfaction. Although the factor
epresente expectations for experiences atS the college,

one might expect that perceived quality would be related
tonal commitment. The validity of this rela-

tinship appeared to be supported by the fact that the

. older stud!lits had higher expectations for remaining
at the college long enough to earn an associate degree.

Expectations for Campus Social Urea

The facto* representing expectations for campuS social
' life ranked second An degree of contribution to the dis-

criminant function. The older students seemed to view

the college primarily as a place to take courses, and

attached little importance to such things as meeting
mem people, making friends, and participating in campus

activities.

Implications

These studies dealt primarily with the opposite ends

of the process deskribed in Tinto's lodel: the outcome

(persCstence or dropping out) and entering characteristics,

although academic success, the primary measure of academic

integration, was included. Ari additional problem was

/ '
I



Ta61e 3 Stepwise Discriminant-Ualysis Results

For ESP Dimensions

Step' Variable Milks'

Lambda

Standardized

Discriminant Weight

. .

1 Expectations for campus social ife .79* .53

2, Expectations for missing classes/dropping out .7Q* .62

3 Positive imageof CJC
< ,.

.
, A .45*" / -.46

,-

4 Family desires as Ce!son for colltge attendance .62* .29

5 Likelihood of changing major/career .61* .26

6 Recommendations/academic quality as reasons for,

Choosing CJC
. .59* :30

4 7 SatisfactA, with iligh school performance .59* .21

Courses related to present job J7
9 Liberal education objectives:

10 Expectations hie' rtmainingat y 0f .57* -.11

2 *
(Discriminant fUnction X (10) - 299.23, p(.000.4

Canonical r .655)
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A# .r .,-.
Oat the investigation related to persistence and academic

,' ''success was ''condukald with one 'group of students; tht

'Study, of entering characteristics, with .(a later group, r--
iFinally, the resiil4s based on students at a single

, institution .rt1 1 not be generalizable to other settings. 4

- Although' adesic success was not °a component of the
',...-

study of .thel,. Fall 19/4 students reported above, data

\

1

relative to grade point' averages for the first quarter
of enroll,ment were, available. The percentage of the

students ,over 24 years of age earning an 'average ofr"C"
or better was almost twice th,at of the 17 to. 19, year

Old, greap -(85. percent vs. 43 percent). The older students
were also more certain about their educational and career

. goa/s,' had a higher level of self-motivation relative
to the decision to, attend 'college, and entered with a

.more positive attitude' toward the college than did the

younger students. In spite of thtse differences, 'bated

on evidence from the research literature and the 'behavior
of the students who enrolled in 1976, 4the older students

Y are much less likely to remain at the college than their

younger% counterparts., ,

..)
.

Additional research is needed to determine- the causes
of the problem. The results of these studies, however,

suggest some interesting questions for further research.

According to Tinto's theory, and supporte51 by TeAnzini
and Pascarella (1977), integration info both the academic

aqd social systems of the college is important. No data
relative to social integration were available for either

,
the 1976 or 191k students. The 1979 older students,
however, indicated a much ,lower level of/ interest in

various components of .social integration. Does lack ."
of interest eliminate the dimension as'an important vaccible,

(flative to pe sistence? Or do older students have differ -"
ent kinds of social integration needs? Could a lower

level of co itment to education (as .'suggested by the

higher t exp cCations for missing classes, and dropping

out of school) be the major problem? . Or, because of

-job and family responsibilities, is real coemitment, to

education impractical? Are the students getting what

'they. expect from 't41 programs 'in which they are enrolled?

Until additional lenformation relative to questions such

as these is available; the extent touch it is possible .

r-

4 °,1
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to reduce attrition among elder students is unknown.,1-', -
.

,,,.-
The results reported here, however, 'seem to suggeat
at lust One general 'implication for decision makersat commuter 'institutions which serve, both fraditio.41,

students. Since the two g ups sA
age. and older-

:udiled ....
appeared to represent somewhat different .su popultaons,
each with unique characteristics and, possibly, reactions
to cpllege experiences, it is probable thai eachgroup
has special program and service needs. Optio41'.%hich
allow colleges to identify and meet these needs more
successfully, thereby increasing the likelih000 that

,

older -students Will persist at an.. instituti&W,.. should
be explored.

.

.'"c Reference Notes

r ..N
1. rsubprogra discriminant from the Stati,-itical Package
for the Social Sciences (Nie, Hull, Jenkiny, Steinbreener,and Bent, a1975) was used for the computer analysis.
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INSTITUTIONAL RES ARCH AND NEW PROGRAM
JUSTIFICATION A S ATE LEVEL PERSPECTIVE

Alan S., Krech

Recently, a great deal of institutional research
has focused on student follow-up and the evaluation ,
of existing programs. these are .important Ratters,
particularly at a time whin financial constraints have
made accountability..." a byword in legislatures. Such
financial constraints, combined with actual and projected
decreases, in the pool of 18 through 21 year olds, have
moderated the expansionist policies of many institutions.
Neverthelqs's, technological advances, changes in the
labor madfcet, and institutional aspirationsOave continued
with sufficient intensity so that new program proposals
arrive at state offices with regularity.

In my p6sition with a state coordinating board,
I am responsible for the review of two-year associate

degree program proposals,'and must recommend the approval

or'-disapproval of such programs to the Standing Committee

on Academic iffairsoof our board. All of the proposals
have' ali.eady' bee4 approved by institutional' boards
and, ma cases, another state .board. Nevertheless,
I am continu lly appalled at the.pooruality of research
and the. faculty logic use as justification im these
proposals, and am increasingly forced to demand survey
verfications mid proposal rewrites before taking the

PrQgPams forward with favorable recommendations.

Before arousing the unmitigated ire of--Those insti-
tutional researchers who, at this point, would like
to strangle anbtherifttAte "bureaucrat," let me assure
you that it is m isuspicion that the problem usually
lies with the program development process which, in

many if not most two -year institutions, makes minimal
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or no use of the institutional researcher. In 'fact,

most new program proposals are written by division

chairpersons or faculty members who are. subject matter

specialists. ,These peoRle are generally capable of

constructing sound curricula, but are often either
limited by time or are inept at finding or designing

and using research to justify the need for a new program.

Furthermore, they usually haver a real ommitmept to

their brainchild, and find' it difficult to 'be objective
in evaluating the .0esirability ( its implementation.
I would suggest that, if the institutional researchers

are going to be 'asked to evaluate the results of existing,

programs (e.g., to design student follow -up' studies)

they should also-be involved in determining the likelihood

of their. success
m,

prior to their implementation. In

shOrt, the institutional'researcher should be intimately
involved in new program development and justification.

There are certain basic research questions which
must be considered when justifying any new program.
For example, our State's, procedures, which are not

atypical from those of other states, include the following

requireient:

"a summary of anticipated employment opportunities

for; graduates, or of demand for ipervices, of the
program, quantified to the extent feasible and

'possible, and covering a reasonable period in the

Auture."; -

All of tliet following problems which illustrate poor
research or poor research interpretation have appeared
in associate degree program proposals ,which crotsed
my desk this past year:

1) .Misinterpretations or 'misstatements of job openings-
A proposal contained a 'table which indicated no

current job openings ( a matter, which caught my

attention). 78 openings the fiist year,.74 the second
year, and 72 the third ye'aro In one, place in the

narrative, it was Ilatedthat "this survey has received

extremely positive results in that a total of 300
Sob openihgs per year (1981-82-83) exist for grad-
uates..." and in another, the authors claimed that

. "responses to the Employment Needs Survey by potential

. 24
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employers indicate *a need of more than 100...tech--
nicians per year during the next three years."

2) Misstatement of geographical

that
surveyed- -The

summary of a proposal stated that industries
surveyedwere located in six counties; however, the addresses

, on the next two pages indicated that 20 of the 35
respondents 'showing a "need!' were located outsideof these counties. (The proposal itself was am-bivalent, claiming a statewide clientele in someplaces and a local clientele in others.)

3) Inclusion of inappropriate respondents- -A surveywas maat tp justify the addition of a., program formanagers in -i specialized industry most comson tothat area of the State. However, .six of, thi 15industries, surveyed were of the specialized typefor Which a program was already in place.
4) In'sufficient description of program purpose--A survey

summary' stated that the "projected range of annualwages for this position" was $7,200 to $21,000 per
)(

year, a clear signal that the survey instrument,like the proposal itself, failed. to describe the
specific purpose and objectives of the program or
the level and types of skills of the potential graduate.\5) Poor- respon§e rate--A survey indicated that 300 )firms were contacted and. 29 replied. Of the 29,only 18 indicated any job openings a three
year period.

Had trained institutional researchers bun involvedin the design, administration, rand inte4netation ofany of the surveys from which these actual illustrationsare drawn, the iNtutions involved would certainlyhave been saved considerable embarrass.ment and timein correcting the problems and rewriting portions ofthe proposals.

Employment surveys are not, of course, the onlysections of program proposals which can be improvedby using the expertise of the institutional researcher.for example, our State's procedures call- for
"the identification of the ,student, population tobe served, or the pool (s) from which

the prospective
appliCants. are expected. to be drawn, including an
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explanation of the bisis, and sources, of all assump-

tions:"
.

ATmittedly, this requirement is more difficult to satisfy
' than most required by our procedures. Nevertheless,

it should be safe to assume that a capable researcher
would not make the same mistake thit one of our insti-
tutions made when it responded, "a recent study of

our service area population indicates that (Tiame of
. institution) is only _serving 4% pf the populace. Thus

student availability' is not anticipated as a problem."
Researchers should also be able to bring some prag-

matism to the, projection of costs for a new program.
For example,' while institutional and state level admin-
istr ors are naturally concerned about the costs of

new p ojraws, tbey are usuailly clever enough to discount_

the myth that no new faculty, are ever needed, nor are

costs incurredl for the general education core in a

new occupational program. Although one might expect
to experience such a phenomenon on rare occasions when
current general education faculty are underutjlized,
it is difficult to understand how program after program'''.

adds 20 students the first year and an additional 2Q

the second, all of whom require a minimum 24 hour core
of general education, and none of whom ever reqUire
new general education facility and the costs associated

i therewith.

Finally, and I do not intend to make my list of

cpncerns comprehensive, we and many other states have
a section of the proposal format which requires the
institution to state the criteria by which, the new
prpgrym, if approved, .will be evaluated. 'It is is-
appointing to see how often proposals substitute "method"
for "criteria "' and tell us what will be examined rather

'than what standards it will be measured against.

Perhaps, at this point, it appears that another4
overzealous bureaucrat, can do nothing but' criticize.
let me assure you that this is not so. Many of us
have served in institutions -and have been in on the
submission end of proposals. We may have a heightened -

sense of responsibility to taxpayers, but we s ill
retain a strong ,concern for the needs of student as

.

1
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Al. 'Thus, we 'are more likely-to recommend approval
of a proposal that projects /Mated roduttivity for
a legitimate reason than_ we are, tm..Eivorably commend
a poorly. jettified, roVa that promises the pot of
gold at the end'of the rainbow.'

For example, our board recently
111

approved a program
in court, reportagg that promised to graduate relativ y
dew court rePOrters. It wa%, correctly predicted' t
there would be heavy attrition from the. .program, because
the required speed (200kwords per minute on the machine)
would turn out to be' beyond the' capabilities of many
students. However the program was designed so that,
with ..mLnor adjustments, such students. could meet the
requirements of' the executive, secretarial program and
graduate on time. We recommended this program 4ecapse
a realistic assessment of the potential problems had
been made, and a solutio'n was built in which w Is fair
to both students and tOpayers.

Institutional. research properly tited serves to strength-.
en- the case for good program phposals to to raise

'
serious questions about poor ones. It is my, belief
that college- administrators would be wise to directly
involve institutional' researchers in .the drelopment
-of all new program ,proposals, and to assign such re-
seirchers ..specific responsibilities concerned with
preparing, distributing, and evaluating employment
surveys, documenting student interest, projectitt .costs,
and setting evaluative criteria. Ay.

Reference Notes.

' fp. 1. Adapted from a paper presented to the Southeastern
Association for Community. College Research, July 23,
1980,' San Anto Texas.

2. Policy Iril. Procedures Concerning New Programs
(Columbia, South CaPolina Commission. on Higher` Education,
,April, 1980), p. 10.

3. ibid., p. 11
1
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, ADULT EDUCATION: WHO PARTICIPkTES?
AACJC REPORT r

,

Fontelfe Gilbert

The "average" adult learner is 36 years old, has 'I'

'a family income of *20,300, 2 years of college, and

is seeking career and/or personal enhancement, according

to. Participation. in Adult Education,_ 1978; a report

just released by the National Center for Education

Statistics (NCES).

This picture of the "adult" 'learner includes all

the part-time credit learners and all the non-credit

learners enrolled aftwo-year colleges.

The National Center for Education Statistics (NCES)

sent AACJC tables from tale Participation in Adult Ed-

ucation, 1978 report. These tables are the latest

from the series- of triennial surveys conducted by the

Bureau of the Census for NCES, sent to AACJC in advance.

of the final report. The information and statistics
,

beloW are taken from the report.

"Adult education for the purpose of this survey

Consists ,of courses and other educational activities,

organized by a teacher or sponsoring agency, and taken

by persdns beyond compulsory school age. Excluded

is full-time 'attendance in a ftogram leading, toward

a high school- diploma or an academic degree. These

persons are to be reported:

-All adult or continuing education for non-credit

courses or activities.

-Courses 'taken for -credit as a part-time stkident

(usually less than 12 semester or quarter hours).

'- Courses taken as a full-time student in a voca-

tional or occupational program. (progrtams of 6

months or more duration are. not counted as adult

education.)

22
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o
-Courses give byiorrespondtnce, television, /radio,

newspaper, tutor, tr private instructor.

- Courses or educational activities giveh by an employer,

labor organization, etc.

Elementary or secondary level instruction for adUlts

who have not finished high school."

Findi4:
, -

- 18.2 million or -11.8 percent of the adult population

(aged 17 or .over) are enrolled as "adult. education"

students.

-More than half (57%) are women.
41-The higher the level of' education")4rtady achieved,

the more likely the person is to be enrolled in

adult educjit.ion. About 28 percent of those adults
./ with 4 orMore years of college were in attendance,

18.1 percent of those with 1 to 3 years of college,
10.7 percent of those with 4 years of high school,
and 3.5 percent of those with less than 4 years
of high school.

-The more affluent-, the more likely the person is
to be enrolled in adult education. Over 18 percent
Of those with' incomes of $25,000 or more, 15.1 percent
of those with incomes between $15,000 and $24,999,
11.3 percent of those with incomes between $10,000
and $14,999, 9.7 percent of those with incomes
between $7,500 and $9,999, 6.3 percent of those
with incomes between $5,000 and $7,499, Sand 4.9
percent of those with incomes under $5,000.

-About one-thirimore were employed than were looking
for work.

- The three major course administrators are: 4-year
college or university, 2-year colleges or vocational -
technical institutes, and employer, in that order.
When category one is divided between 4-year colleges
and , universities, which seems viable since many
part-time university students are working on'advanced
degrees,

04 0

comihnity colleges become
./
the prime suppliers

of adult education.

- The average age of the adult learner seems to be
-about 36. Since' 1975 there has been a slight dfcrease
in replitenkation from Ve youngest group and a

e.

2?
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small increase in the oldest group. This say mirror

the Aentinuing growth in the "over-55" segaent of

our population.

The two main reasons for taking an adult education

course are:' to. improve or advance in current job

(18.9%) a/g, personal or social reasons (31.2%).

Most JraTrners are not Fooking for certificates,

apiomas or- degrees. Of those who did select such

an opjective, 16.1 percent checked :certificate

or license in trade 1r profession," and 17.6 percent

checked "college or university degre ;."

Personal, or family funds are' used for 57 percent

of course payment, and 24:1 percent of the courses

are paid for by the employer.

The lein reasons 011i droppi.ng\3 course are: 17.1

percent sdue. to illness of self or care of family

members, 15.5 percent due to disappointment with

course, and 12.1 percent due to too much tocdo.

The study,,, conducted by Evelyn R. Kay, Chief, and nth

Boaz, project officer of the Adult E Vocational Surveys

and Studies Branch of NCES, has major iiplications

for those groups that administer adult education.

Smurces.of Information

PattiiPition .in Adult Education, 1978. National

Center for Education' Statistics, advance report, February,

1980. ',

The American Freshman: National- Norm for Fall 1979.'

.American Counc n Education and laboratory for Research.

on Higher EducMt at the University of California,

Los Angfes.

-r,

.
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L1TERATURE'FOR RESEARCHERS

. Levine Arthur. When Dreams and HeroesDied: ' A Tortiait of Today's College Student.San FranCisco: JosseyBass Publishers,
191100 ,J-57 pp.

Reviewdd by:
William A. Robbins, Virginia Polytechnic.
Institute and State University.

-The subtitle of When Dreams and Heroes Died by Arthur
Levine is "A' Portrait of Today's College Student,"
thus describ'i* the focus of this study. Levine has
drawn portrait of "Today's College Student" in
the setting of the American environment. Levine utilized
national survey -data primarily from the investi tive
activities of two major centers. Most data from
the four Carnegie Surveys to which he had dtf ct con-

, nection as a senior fellow at the Carogie oundationfor the Advancement of Teaching, and from the annual
surveys of first -time, full-time college, reshmen con-

.

ducted since 1966 b" Alexaher Astin staff at the
.Cooperativt' Institutional Research gram of ACE and
UCLA.. ) .

Like C. Robert Pace an K. Patricia Cross before
him, Levine has usrd the insights of the scholar/educator/
researcher /humanist to repel a rich body of. material
fro. massive national investigations. Besides detailing
almost endless evidences of social changes that have
been shaping the 'child and adolescent who becomes the

. college student. Levine lifts pit of a mass of data
those trends, especially "Meism," that in his view
are keys to interpreting the

present period.-
Levine recommends Najaf* curricular reform to deal

3f
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with the weakness in academic basic skills, the myopia

of seeing pnly "..e first" rather than our tommon humanity,

and the dangerously narrow; training which can help

a person get a first job but lot provide the learning

and skills befitting good career preoartion. To Levine;,

such a liberal education deposal ca)for a first

year to be' spent on a common interdisciplinary core

related to, social issues, together with special in-

structions on basic skills,

Levine writes with .A smooth, informing style and

has delightful turns of phrase, such as "going first

class on the Titanic," and balancing oversights such

as the charts which show terms (upside down an pages

122 and 123. This study fills a voi inIthe literature

\on the college student. Notwithstanding its popular

)sgther 'than stholarly format (although) data is utilized

and sources are clear), many college leaders, policy

eskers and concerned citizens will find valuable material

here to help answer' 'questions bearing on the college

related questions, "Where are we? Where are we ,going?

and What should we be doing?"

Berns, R. B., The Self Conce Theory,

Measurement, Development and Behavior.
London and New York : Longman, 1979, 341

'pp.

Reviewed by: .

Charles Houston
Virginia Western Community College

R. B. Btirns has collated into a comprehensive primer

in exceedingly. personal, -dynamic evaluation of the

construct "self-concept." _ The book is divided into
Ar

four major sections each with a summary: (1) Section

A - the history and theory of the self-concept; (2)

Section B - Measurement of the self-concept; (3) Section

C - Developmental issues;, and (4) Section D - the self-

concept in everyday life. e collection and summary

of 39 instruments which have een employed in measuring

C
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the self-concept are certainly a geld sin!' for aOone
needing 'standardized instruments to measure self-concept.

Information coricerning sources, value judgements, and

effective use is clearly and concisely presented.

This book has major implications for'community college

researchers. First, a large number of-community college

students enrolled and withdrew stop-out, flunk-outs,

changed career objective, etc./, in the 1970's and 19 's.

Second, since traditional factors includi4 high fchool
rank, grades, and aptitude/achievement tests cannot
fully predict or explain academic success, a need to

investigate other factors that say influence academic
.> achievement is implied, In suimary, this book provides

a message to community college researchers that a deeper

understanding of self-concept is needed in order to

understand and modify student academic developm.ent.
An ex poste facto, multivariate study which includes
self-concept measures with traditibnal measures such

as high school grades, rank in class, aptitude/achievement

tests, etc., would htlp develop prediction models for

academic success.

Remediation--Some Perspectives
Grant, Kathryn M. '& Ho-er, Daniel R. Basic

Skills Programs: Are they Working?
Washington, DC: ' 'Apyican Association

\ifor Higher _Education, 1978, '(A,AHE/ERIC

Research Report No. 1) 51 ,pages.
Maxwell, Martha, ImproVing Stwient .Learning

Skills. San Francisco:, -Jossey-Bass,
1979. 518 pages.

Roueche, John. Holistic Literacy in College,
Tedching. , New York: Media Systems Cor-
poration, 1980. 118 pages.

Trillin,4 Alice .S. And Associates. Teaching
Basic Skills in College. San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass, 1980. '327'pages.

Reviewed by:
Darrel A. Clpwes. Virginia Polytechnic In-
stitute and State Univer6.4.
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Basic skills ilistructi has beefi< histor c functkn .

of higher educatIgn, but \the en oilmen surges and

accompanying selective admissions of the forties, fifties,
sixties, and early seventies c'o'mbined with the emergence-
of the open-door public two4ear college to potect
most four-year colleges from late numbers of students
deficient in basic skills. TwoAyear Colleges assumed
the primary responsibility for basic skills instruction,
and the research and writing in this area we confined
to, the two-year colleges and the staff people; journals,
and university faculty concerned with thee. However,
the times are changing, and these four publicatiomi

-clear evidence. During, the seventies many four-
y ar co e est) move towards open admissions, and basic
skills inistruc again became a major functioq of
the four-year college:

All four publications reviewed here are about teaching-
basic skills in two and four-year colleges, but now
the focus is clearly on the four-year institutions.

" Grant and Hoeber review the literatur'e to identify
successful practices from the past and to relate them
to four-year college environments, Maxwell and Trillin
draw on their experiences in major four-year institutions

to describe possible approaches to teaching .basic skills,
and Rgueche draws on his extensive work with basic
skills programs in two and four-year colleges to propose
a new del for higher education. These publicationi
are diffrreot in their assumptions about hither education,
about basic skills, and about issessment, but collectively
they evidence a major ooncefn 'with basic studies in
four-year colleges and the -return of an old function
to the four-year college curriculum.

The Gragt and Hoeber work does an excellent jOb
of, surveying the ,existing research about "where we
are;!!-- unfortunately, the answers to "where we are"
are vague. Programs generally are not very successful
but evaluation itself is identified as .at a primitive'
stage and part of the problem of inconclusive results.
Paradoxically, the section in Grant and Hoeber on eval-
uation is weak although the references are good! This
work is ap excellent beginning for &dies on' basic

3!
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4

skills programs: believe there are, two non-fatal

flaws in this :work: the corvldsions' and recommendations

too strongly drawn for the. tentative nature of

tfe literature reported, and the indiscriminate mixing,

of l'it/mr-ature fro two and four-year college studies.

'obscures differences in students, institutional mission',

residence patterns, etc. that may be more significarit

than the similarities.

The Maxwell .book and the Trillin book both reflect

concern with' pr4garing students for success in a four-

Year academic curriculum. Maxwell's perspective is

U.C.L.A. and its basic studies studegts. Maxyell's'

Improving Student Learning Skills is a practitioners'

book describing successful programs and providing a

good but selective..4eview of the literature. The sub-

title describes the book--"A comprehensive guide to

successful practices and programs for increasing the

performance of underprepared students." The str-tnIth

of the k is the careful' description of practices

and pr rams as possible solutions to instructional

proble . Reading, writing, math, 'study skills and

' specific Academic \subjects are discussed with tutors,

learning labs and support services as parts of the

solution.. Th weakness of the book is the failure

01, to document "suc essful" programs and dractices. The

evaluation component poor and judgments of success

are subjpctive. The Trillin and Associates book is

based on the authors' work at City University of New

, York. Trillin's, Teaching Basic Skills in College has

excellent practical chapters on writing, reading, English,

as a 'second language, mathematics, and program evaluation

written by people, with both experience .and knowledge

in their areas. The result is a well documented de-

scription of practices at C.U.N.Y. with helpful explan-

ations for those practices: There a refreyling

humility and acceptance of alternative pracOes throughout
, this book that makes real the frequent references to

Mina Shaughnessy as mentor and friend. Here the strength

is the' extreme practicality of the book. Evaluation

is discussed in each chapter and commendable restraint

is exercised in interpreting results. The chapter
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on program evaluation is a good basic primer on evaluation
design for the uninitiated-- perhaps an important inclusion
for faculty considering evaluation prpjects but elementary
for those with researet. training. Together these two
books represent a point of view on basic studies.
Basic skills should 'be taught in college, the apetach
to the student must be humane and possibly humanistic,.
but the basic skills effort is wily tf value as it
relates to' preparing the student for the traditional
academia curriculum of four-year institutions.

Ironically, this point of view was John Roueche's
view of basic studies instruction in'the two-year college
during the late sixties and early seventies;' it is
not his view of basic studies instruction in higher
education today. In Holistic Literacy in College Teaching
Roueche proposes a reorganization of curriculum in
higher eduction -to focus on learning, any learning,
as the primary goal of higher education. For Roueche
learning leads to learning so beginning with basic
studies, affective learning, aesthetic based ,learning

academic learning is all the same; the end result
is holistic learning which he promUlgates as the goal
of igher education. The end result of this holistic
literacy are unspecified although an involvement with
individualized instruytion and mastery learning 'isn
implied. The arguments of the bbok grange from the
rerationthip between relevance, lea;ning, and education
to concern for recent research in right-brain and left-
brain learning.",' The book represents either a new thrust
in higher education, 1.restatement (overstatement?)
of the developmental theorists views applied to higher
education curriculum, or an -extension .of a two-year
college philosophy toward \ basic ,s6dies to the tour-
year pollege. Each read -r will have to find their
own perspective 11, this book; some will find it prophetic,
o.t.krs, pathetir while some will find it simple' and
others will find it profound. 'None will read irwithout
forming an opinion.

We have in these four publicatior1 a clear expression
of concern for basic studies in higher education.
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None uses a strong research base or sets forth specific
evaluation criteria. Each '''demonstrates a particular
view on the purposes of basic studies and of higher
education, and 'FE may be these differences that cast
the most light on the fundamental questions of program
purpose, design, and evaluation.

******************

PArkinsdn's 'law No. 1: Work multiplies to fill up

.the available time.

Parkinson's Law No. 2: The number of people available

determines the amount of work.

...............

Chrisholm's Second Law of Hbman Interaction: Any time
things appear to be getting better, you have overlooked
gomething.

Gumperson's Law: If the worse can happen, it will. .

(Also stated as; Nature loves the hidden flaw.)

44a11's Law: The higher a 'person's social position,
the more names he is likely to have.

,
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SUCCESS IS A MANY SPLINTERED THING
(TIPS FOR A SUCCESSFUL. INSTITUTIONAL
RESEARCH OFFICE)

Elaine Tatham, Michael B. "Quanty, Lisa
McCarty Johnson County Community College

A successful institutional research office require,/
the proper setting (staff, philosophy, planning, and

institutional support) together with a current and
accurate data base. A comprehensive institutional
research office must be able to view the college from
a global perspective. (Thy staff must understand both
how a data base can be expanded through conducting
successful research projects and how to incorporate

data into long-range college planning.

Staff Qualities

An institution with the resources to have a staff
of lore than one full-time 'professional can be more
productive and Provide a wider perspective 'if the in-

dividuals complement each other rather than possessing
identical strengths. When hiring a w person, it
is very easy to _focus on qualities -Crit are really"

superficial to the job. Some basic characteristics
see*, however, to -be essential for a successful insti-
tutional researcher. They include the ability to:

- Apply knowledge about research methodology.

-Use basic statistics (calculate, interpret, identify
errors).

- Write clearly, concisely, and with ease.

- Communicate effective) with diverse groups of

persons both on campus an in the community.

38 32
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.)-Be willing to strive, for perfection while responding
quickly; understand accuracy i)sa MUST.
-Acquire skills to use data processing statistical
packages like SPSS.

.-Be willing and eagerto learn.

-Be willing and able to handle ambiguity and stress.
The person hiring an institutional researcher may

be well advised to develop, a procedure to docume9t
the writing and research skills of ,en applicant. Voile
individuals who are very fluent verbally can appear
knowledgeable about statistics, but really possess
only conversational knowledge.

Students, particularly through the work -study program,
\ offer an oppotAynity to acquire additional staff at

low cost. The key to successful use of students and
other less skill!{ employees is a thorough on-the-job
training program. Eager and .bcight individuals can
be taught a variety of research assistance skills.
Johnson County Community College, has had a long record

of success in this area.

Office Philosophy

The daily atmosphere of an institutional research
office requires support among staff and some guidelines
that promote productivity and mutual respect. Five
key phrases that are part of an effective office motto
at Johnson County Community College are (1) anticipate-
-try to be prepared today for tomorrow's requests,
(2) incorporate-- realize that information and research
studies external- to the institution as well as existing
college data and studies can be valuable to a research
project, (3) be flexible--remain calm regardless of
the request and be prepared to change one's priorities
when necessary; (4) be persistent do not become discouraged
with seemingly impossible tasks, (5), be enthusiastic-
-it's contagious and enjoyable as swell as helping to
improve productivity.

The long-term success of an institutional research
office can be influenced both by the institutional
research staff and their relationships with-"other college
staff. Members of the institutional research office

3 9
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must not just sit in their .offices doing research;
they must become acquainted with a variety of individuals
and gain respect and visibility. Each staff member
must also have responsibility for at least one major
project so that confidence and recognition can be acquired
even by newly hired staff members.

A Successful Data Base

A data base might be defined loosely as information
about an institution. Predominantly numeric in nature,
a data base encompasses information about courses,
programs, facilities, budgets, 1 staff, students, and
the community.' It is the responsibility of the in$ti-

,tutional research of ice to incorporate this conglomeration
of numbers int eaningful data for use in decision-
making.

Although one staff member in the research officer
may have. the responsibility for organizing or maintaining
the data base, that does not imply the individual is
all-knowing. Because of the variety of information
collected, the importance of establishing good working
relations with other personnel in the institution cannot
be minimized. Knowing who has a particular information
item or where that information is kept is not sufficient-

-a pool relationship with the "keeper" can impede accessi-

bility. Cooperation between the research office and
staff members (at all levels of the organizational
structure) of data processing, financial aid, the business'

and admissions offices, counseling, and the instructional
divisions will facilitate data collection.

Two other concepts- are important to remember. in
establishing a data base. First, it takes time to

accumulate meaningful data^ Data items for one year

by thesselvel.oy not completely adequate. Colleges
must be mdiitoring tren , both internal and exteOnal%
Data should be collet d regularly on an agceeci set
of items to detect major chaAges Snd identify trends.

Some institutional studies should be cUnductediperiodically

for this same purpose. While the collection of traditional

data items--program, enrollments, student characteristics,
etc.--is important, the focus of the data base should

alt
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no be limited to the traditional or to present needs.
Future' needs can be anticipated, through an awareness
of issues in education and the--community the institution
serves, and data can .be collected accordingly.

. Secondly, data collection must be :consistent if
the data are to bib useful.\ The same methodology should
be applied each year in ehe collection of historical -
data, and any 'modifications in the 'process must be
understood by the ',Ater . The llithodgogy, need not "'be
`sophisticated', but, it milt be "Is consistent as ..2ossiblei,
The users , of data are usually to acce0t les,
precision at' a lower cost st that the data .can be collected
more frequently. Time may be a critical factor if
decisions are to be made when a major shitt occurs
or a trend begins tot emerge. 'WMen a shift occurs or
a trend is identified from periodic smal' sample studies,
that' may be the time to spend the 'additional dollars
to gain, the prkcision and confidence that a larger
study, would provide. ,

Some informatics/ that might rinclucted in an insti-
tutionalo dato .bass mis' diptlined*.below. 'his list is
by no means exhaustive.

I.

.

Characteristjcs oT stud#ts
A. Enrollment

I. Headcount

2. Credit Hours

3. F TE

B. uLl-time vs:_part-time

.C. Male- vs. female

D. distribution

E. osrapHic qrigin

II: Characteristics of service area- 1r
4"

".>

A

A. ,Population
10"

1. By age.,

..P.2. lly city

' 10
. 4

,B. Income levels

C. Growth rates

°It
*

1.' Birth and death rates

02. Migration patterns

Labor force estimates

41 -
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III. Characteristics of future students

A. Service area population

B. Area high school students

IV. Characteristics'of institution

A. Staffing

1. Fulltime vs. part tie

2. Degrees. earned

3. Salaries

' . 4: Employee classifications

B. Fiscal data /

1. Reyenues

2. 'Expanditvires

C. Facilities

D. ,Institutional studies.

.1. Student perctptions of programs "and

2. Perceptions and needs of community

In addition to providing data for internal decision
making,, the research office may be respohsible for

responding tn. state and federal reports kind external
requests for data. To avoid misuse, misfiterpretation,

or potential embarrassment to' the, institution,. several

issues should be considered before the data are 'reWmased:

al.' What kind of information is needed?

2. How will the LnPormatinn be used?

3.' *in' will hive access to the information?

4. How much information should lne released?

/
However, some of these issues may be beyond the

control of the institution as in the case of government
reporting. Always timecpnsuming, often -mandatory,
and frequently involving int actions between several

10*artments to formulate a res e, governmental requests
/11

for information are qsually seen as necessary evils.

Because data must be supplied in a structured 'form,

it. may be assumed to be of. littli value for internal
use. s

By looking, at the data from a different angle. it

may be possible to °incorporate the information with

institutional or national studies to produce a significant

-iternal report., "Forexample, 'ACC has incorporated

'

4
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Itta from two HEGIS reports in an instructional compet-
itiveness sal4ry 'study that is conducted on a national
scale: Also, institutional data and information submitted
*feeec. the 1,979 HEGIS financial Statistics dreQort and
NACUBOls Comparative Financial Statistics for Community
and Junior Colleges were summarized in a two page report
for interrial distribution. Even though there may be
questions about the accuracy of available national
data, an institution can gain spme understanding about
fitself from such comparative studies, particularly
if they are repeated on a regular basis.

Expandi?q Your Data Bast

an institutional research office 6 reach its
full potential, it must expand the institutional (tat*,
base beyond information typically available from student
demographic profiles, facilities inventories and the
like. This effort typically involves the use of some
type of survey or applied research techniques. Developing
a systematic approach to tackle these applied research
problems will greatly enhance, chances of developing
a successful research program. Some theorems and cor-
ollaries are suggested to guide institutional researchers
in designing and implemAting a research 'project.
These principles can ie easily expanded,, to form the
basis for designing a systematic program of interrelated
research projects.

Theorem 1. You will never find the right answer if.A-

.you, don't know the question. To conduct a successful
research project you must first define the problem.
This may sound trivial but defining the problem is
prObailly the most important component of a successful
research project.

Corollary 1A. You "must be specific. 'Know exactly
what question you're expected to answer. To do this
you must ask questions.

Consider.the following example:
You are approached by a member of the college admin-
istration who asks you whethiF it would be cheaper
for the college to lease or purchase vans. You do .
a very thorough analysis and conclude that it is cheaper'

,to purchase a van. Unknown to you,;however, the current
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leise has a penalty cliuie for terminating the lease

early. When the-penAlty is'inCorporated into the analysis,

It is cheaper to continue the ,lease for one more year.

You forgot to ask specific questions about the request.

Corollarz, ID. You must determine the scope of the
problem. Once' you know the principal question you're

expmcted to answer, you :-should estimate the scope of

the prob41. To do this you should determine the number

of "subquestions" you must ask t..,provide an adequate

answer.- For example, to determine wh ther a new career'

program is feasible, you may have to answer one orb
more of ,the f011owing "subquestions." Will jobs be

available for program Oduates? Will students from

the program have an. advantage --over individuals who

spend compArable time graining on thejob? What kinds.
'.of salaries can graduates expect? Will students be

interested in the prpgrao? What types bf st ents

will be interested? What type of investment is requ red?

Obviously' the more "sub-lestions" involved, the more

complicated your reatarch design will become. ,,Another

important question in dining 'the scope of a.problem
,iss How and curate do the answer need

to be? The ansger to that que ion will determine

-your sample size.
/

Sample size, selection should always consider the

, purpote for whiCh the data are being collected. If

*the data .are to be the 414 source' of information for

a 'significant.' decision, a, higher confidence level and

henceNa 'large sample will be; neecled. When the results
are to'' be used in conjunrtiOn with other data, a lower

Confidence
,,

Pavel and smell;r":tample.may serve the purpose

.at a sigOificantly loiter cost., : , .

CorollAry, 1C. To,aitclicr' workingilyourself to death,

you shoal& check otter resources carefully. Often

-you wil1 ;,find that :ofher amrganizatioAs are congarned

with thee,,s;ame 'arpsf?)f questions as your instituTion.
They cam qrOvide ,'-wooful. 0formaton to., address many

of the Alqesgohs. yi will= be' asked. For example, ,.any

governaNt2an4 ptari4 .organizatimns regularly mbnitor

and project Alemigiathio And employment trends. Their

infmatio),,demi prove Cry useful in enrol'l.ent projections

#

. k
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' feasibility studies, etc. Before using information.
from any outside sources, though, make sure that their
methodology is ,sound and their information accurate
and current.'

Some sources that JCCC has found especially useful
are the United, States Bureau of Labor 'Statistics, United
States Bureau of the Census, Educational Resources

,,Informnion Center Clearinghouse (ERIC), state annual
economic reports and state departments of labor and

industrial relations.

Corollary 10. You must be flexible in applying
corollaries IA through 1C if ydu intend to maintain'
your sanity. Instftutipnal, research is applied research.
The rules of the laboratory do not always apply. Often
the administration ma pot be able to specify questions
in exams terms. For xample, a typical question may
be: How do- we get more udents, here in the afternoon?
On other occasions you find after embarking
a project that the quest n becomes more ,complicated

. than it was originally con ived (e.g. How .do I explain
to the Dean that her project does not appear to
be Feasible?r4;', ese complications can at times make
institutional research frustrating but they also keep
it interesting and rewarding:. gr

Theorem 2. Your methodolop is the key to producing
valid, reliable, and timely findings. In institutional
research, elegance of design is not the prime con-
sideration. The ,trick in institutional research is
design the best method for attacking a problem within
the constraints of:

-Complexity of the problem. How much information is

needed to make 'a decision? Your job is to provide
enough information, s6 an intelligent decision can be
made. ,The amount of information -required will vary
greatly from one question` to another. One of the most
common mistakes an institutional researcher can make
is to try to provide all the information on a particular
topic. 'In most cases an administrator will prefer
to have 'the question and answer provided in the simplest
terms possible. ,

ti
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- Precision required. How good must your guess -be?

In many institutional research projects some type of

"ball park" figure may bb sufficient for'making a decision.

In other project,' very precise estimates may bernaeded.

Reliability required. What is the cost of I mistake?

In general, the 'more ties, effort, and money that an

institution is prepared to commit to a project, the

more piecise and reliable your findings should be.

Your determination, of the precision and 'reliability

neatpd. will influence the lqngth and degree o"f structure

for your survey instrument, your choice of telephone,

t./ parsonaimr-or mailed survey forms, and the sample site

you select.

Available resources. How much staff time, oneyr,etc.

Can you afford to invest in a, project? To make these

types of decisions you need to determine how a particular

request impacts on the mission and goals of the College.

Often a number of, small , requests can be incorporated

into a larger research project hiving college-wide

implications with minimal additional investment.

_ Time. You want it yesterday? Often the most rvasple

influante on your -Choice bf ieth6'dt Ibgy- rt

many cases a decision needs to be made whether "your

provide all the necessary information or not. In such

cases you must be content to provide the best, information

you can in the time allotadz. The beet way to avoid

such situations is to anticipate requests before they

occur. Nevertheless, no matter how good you
le

become-

ft anticipating reqqests, you will still on, occasion

be faced with "impossible" requests. Just remember:

Some information is almost always better than none.

Thelte 3. To be valid _your results must be accurate;

to be helpful, they must be useful; to be useful; they

lust be understandable.

Corollary 3A. If you expect your data to be acftrate,

you must check them, recheck them, and then check them

again. Be sure that figures not only "add up" but

that.thay make sense.

4
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,Corollary 38. To assure that yotr data are helpful,

useful, and understandable -you must know your audience.

Corollary 3C. Statistics can be a tool for confusion

as well as understanding.

In applying these last two corollaries, you should

remember that you sill usually be writing for admin-

istrators who need to make a decision. Journal style

is not appropriate. foo much emphasis on esoteric

statistical analyses will often detract from your main
pAose: It is sufficient that Lou know the statistics.
The adminiTtratipn will typically defer to your judgment
in this area. You should concentrate on explaining
the results in such a ,or that they can be readily

understood and used. Pemember also that you aee writing
for very busy people. Always include an abstract or

summary where you draw attention to the most important
findings. .You can assure that many people will read
only the abstract.

Planning and Institutional Support

A /successful institutional research office must
set the example for planning; a disorganized office
that does not plan internally will be unlikely to gain

respect on-campus. Good planning produces better results

and provides for better utilization of time; more available
tise _inerveses prodictiwity. In addition, respect

will usually promote institutional support of the research
office.

Institutional research is ,an -ongoing -process. Each
project undertaken should contribute to a master plan
for the office and ultimately to the College easter
plan.

c
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MARKETING CONTROL INFORMATION

Timothy Lightfield
k

tort Eric Ashby' is noted as saying that an institution

must fulfill two conditions: it must be sufficiently -

stable to sustain the idea which gave it birth and 7

sufficiently responsive to rem0n relevant to the society

that supports it.

In., response to this challenge, many community colleges

have adopted formal marketing planning and management

concepts and systems. Beyond improving student recruitment

and retention, marketing activities have led to more

responsive institutions and eliminated compladency

in programs and services.

Journals and references have repeatedly highlighted

the role and potential contribution of institutional

research and planning for three aspects of marketing:

1 The role of research apd planning it the assessment

and 'delineation of current and projected community

needs and interests an of changing environmental

conditions.

Studies of constituency or market needs and demographic,

profiles of the populations served are clearly set

. forth as areas of focus for research in the community

college. ..Other research and planning, efforts in this

focus are directed at job arket and economic analyses

and trends; identification of educational and social

seryice resources; community influentials, and decision

parts; and, studies of the aspirations, interests,

expectations and learning preferences of client pop
ulations, social institutions, and agencies.

2. The role of research and planning in defining,

segmenting, and positioning the college's varioys,

service markets.

48
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Studies are undertaken to ascertain the particular
needs, wants, and interests of each differentiated
market segment and the position of the college in terms
ef being able to respond. More sophistiCated research
is conducted to position the college in relation to
other organizations and agencies which overlap in re-
sponding to the market segments identified. Such research
enables the college to adjust marketing objectives
to the available resourees and the primary or target
markets.

3. The role
t

of research and planning in examining
the responsiveness or the college and its impact
upon the markets.

Colleges have engaged 41 active market res rch
to the degree and extent the institution
is serving its key publics or markets. Some examples
are: public' and student attitudinal surveys; market
audits; institutional image, consideration of usage,
and awareness surveys; economic, social and cultural
impact exeminatioss, follow-up studies of graduates,
non-returnees, and other student groups; faculty perception
and contribution surveys; and, institutional ,outcomes
or student goal attainment.

A fourth role of institutional research in market
planning and management is less tlearly distinquishee".%
than the three roles described:

4. The role of researcW and planning in the devel-
opment of records, control and monitoring systems

and the analysis of internal delivery operations.
In business terms, this involves calculation of

such performance records as sales market, share, distri-
bution, profit or returns, costs of selling forces,
competit. e market studies, costs per market response,
lost a eptances, and new product acceptance and potential.
In co leges, this role focuses controls of fhe
inquiry, application, enrollment program/co e seleolion,
finance and other processes.

The marketing control information must coincide
with market ,planning for the community college. For
marketing effectiveness, the college must exercise
controls and be able to mount operational and systematic

4
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controls that will enable thi institution to brag
actual results in line with desired results.

The development of control systems in marketing

is absolutely crucial and, in fact, may be the most

significant component of the entire planning and management

effort. Yet, the role of institutional research in

the development of such control systems typically is

ignored. This is an area where research can have dramatic

impact on the institution and Are the information

can be directly fed into decision-making. The development

of controls means the development of systeiatic approaches

to the functions involved in the marketing six--product,

pricing, delivery, and communicationall of which

involve assessment and evaluation,

In no area tf control and feedback is this more

important than with the tabulation of admission inquiries

by source and under common definitions. The controls

allow the college to evaluate the methods of generating
the inquiries by source and t6 determine which ethoils
are most productive quantitatively and qualitatively-

-i.e., .which inquiry source or activity has shown the

highest conversion rate to application, enrollment,

and ultimately, to program completion. Without such

tabulations' and the generation ref regular and on -goig

reports, the institution has no way of knowing whether

or not the poster mounted on the high school bulletin

board, is effective, let alone whether it remains intact.

By knowing the inquiry generitfid, the college is able

.to know in which -direction to allocate resources.

Another example of a control 'mechanism is with print

image. It is certainly no secret in the advertising

world that a hodge dodge and amateurish selection of

words and images presented to tfie public is ineffective;

perhaps even .dysfunctional. However, many colleges

are guilty of allowing anyone and everyone to publish

a brochure or newsletter without Olowingl its-most gifted

and experience personnel in thoseTareas to design,

compose, or ar least edit all communications. The

lack of standards and .systems for the control of same

is debilitating to any formal marketing. The researcher

can assist tin creating pre- and post-tests for each

50
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communication and_ in applying the principles of "Better
Information for Student Choice". Controls can be, intro-
duced into the publications planning and design processes
to ascertain . the effectiveness of each publication.
Research can have a most productive role in working
with the publications arm of the college to develop
appropriate controls and systems and to create operational

efficiencies.

Beyond the above general examples, a variety of

reports need to be generated to ascertain controls.
A schedule of three reports is provided Table I.

TABLE I SCHEDULE OF CONTROL REPORTS--

INQUIRY AND APPLICATION

A. Original Actions to Generate Inquiries

- -Return from each direct mail effort (source, number

sent, yield)

- -High school visits, contacts made and yield

--Natecialsdistributed upon receipt of inky:
- - Letter('s)

-- Prospectus
40

- =Campus, visit materials

--High school program poster(s) distributed

--Counselor Fact Sheets distributed

--Viewbooks distributed (handout!),

- -High school appointment, posters distriubted

- -Specialty brochures created / distributed

- -Media advertisements/announcements

- -,College presentations

B. Inquiries Generated by Source

- -Direct jail efforts --Financial aid referrals
- -High school program brochures--Faculty referrals

- -High school visits --High school counselor(s).

- -Unsolicited walk-ins referrals .

- -Unsolicited mail --College Counselor(s)
--Unsolicited terephone referrals
--Prospectus cards ..., _ --College fir referrals

-:-High-schoorpromotional --High school College Nights
display* --MAU exhibits/visits
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-- Newspaper clippings --Transfer (direct contacts)

returns --Otherr p

C. Follow-Up Activities and Yields (To Move "Prospects" to

"Applicants")

--High school visits/yields

--Personal interviews

--Faculty/staff interviews

--Telephone calls

- -Campus Visits

--Deposit/fee yields

--Application status

I

D. Follow-up Activities and Yields (To Move "Applicants"

to "Commitments")

=, -High school visits

--Personal interviews

- -Program counseling/advising

- -Telephone calls

- -Admissions status list

--Orientations

--College student contacts

E..Inquiries Mithdrawp by Decision Point

*--Lost Inquiry .

- -Lost Interest

--Lost Acceptance

- -Lost Registration I

F. Evaluation of Activities Comparing Current Year with

Previous Year

- -Meekly, Monthly, Cumulative, Summary by Term

- -Goal versus actual

Of. course, such control measures can create tensions

within the institution and place the researcher and

planner in anxiety-generating situations. There needs

to be a non-defensive atmosphere which facilitates

such institutional self-introspection so that the college #

can examine what it hat learned in a progressive and

forthright manner and implement reasonable changes.

This may require,a commitment to organizational development
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and maintenance. Without such a hea/thy climate, the
pro lees and frustrations uncovered can create tensions,
anx eties, and clashes. Communications may be distorted,
cl sed, and not at all comforting. The researcher,
th n, has a fifth role: AI

5. The role of research and planning in examining
the organizational imate and impacting decision
making to arrive at ne essary interventions.
Non profit qrganizati ns, such as colleges, have

reputations for being un less efficiently than their
profitmaking counterparts. The attempt must be made
to make the programs iand services efficiint and to

develop systems,of accountability. A problem interferring
too often with successful marketing is the failure
to implement control an monitoring systems. The re
searcherohas a major Ale to play toward this end.

SUNNARY

Colleges which seek to adopt formal marketing managepent
and planning typically consider the role of research
and planning to be concentrated on three ,aspects of
the marketing: (1) openment and delineation of community
needs and interests; (2) segmenting the service markets;
and (3) examining responsiveness of the college' and
its impact upon the markets. Two other roles for research,/
and planning clearly emerge rand need to be highlighted
by the college which reeks Vfective marketing planning
and management: (4) development of records, control

and monitoring systems; and(5) examining the organizational

clfiate. To focus on the type of control information
both appropriate and necessary in formal marketing,

a schedule of monitoring and control reports is provided.

The emphasis for ,the research and planning is upon
using such information to make meaningful decisions
and bring actual results in line with desired results:
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ERIC CLEARINGHOUSE FOR JUNIOR COLLEGES
STUDENT ATTRITION: COMMUNITY COLLEGE RESEARCH

Donna Wells'Dzierienga fi

Community college researchers are studying student
attrition to determine the relationship of student

characteristics and goals to withdrawal. Predictions

of declining enrollment:rates hake made retaining stydents
increasingly important. Research findings will enable
administrators to make informed assessments of the
impait of student ,attrition and to ,determine the most

effective retention strategy.

The abstracts included here are samples of the documents
in the ERIC junior colleg: collection dealingawith
student attrition research in the community,,corlege.

Additioal dooments related to this issue can be found
through manual or computerized searches of ERIC's RIE

(Resources in Educatibn) and CUE (Current Index to

Jourftals' in Educatipn). Consult the Thesaurus of ERIC

Descriptors for appropriate subject headings.

Axtell, Dayton, and Coad, Alison. A Study of a Sample
of Merritt College Students: Reasons Precipitating
=Possible Withdrawal, and Attitude Toward Services and

Instruction. Research Report No. 11. Oakland, Calif:
Merritt College; and- Northern California Community
Colleges Research Group, 10.9,... (ED 186 047; 8F--$0.91,

PC--$6.95 plus postage; 8l,pp.)

An in-Class survey of a representative sample of

298 students was conducted by Merritt College in March
1079 to determine: ' (1), the approximate number of students

`who were considering withdrawal from college; (2) the

approximate number who had giver; withdrawal, serious
consideration in the past; and (3) the factors which
students felt were decisive in keeping them at Merritt.
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'Openended. questions

was considtring or

add/ ig0r, c'hecklis

cou a indicate

so /cited reasons why a student

considered- dropping put. In

ere irovided against which students

s that were important `in.:their
dec sion to 11.4LE at s ol in relation to getti.ng
into des. ed courses, ' inst ion, studillt services;

:Tinatcial aid, and other factors 'related to their home
tor 'school envi;61ment. Major findings indicate. that

bnly 8.7% of the respondents were considering dropping
out; financial difficulty was the most frequently cited
reason for this, followed by the need to get a job
and personal commitments or problems. Another 47.3%
indftated that they had given serious Consideration
to leaving at one time., Need to get a job, persohl
commitments,. and intention to transfer were the most
couibn reasons. The survey report presents a discussion
of tle reOesentatived' of the sample. and Provides 30
tables illustrati responses by age, sex, ethnicity,
and educational an occupational background.
Baker, .John. Attrition/Retention Ndy:4 Fall QUarter
1979. Fremont, Calif.; Ohlone College, J980. *(ED

. 188 699,, MF-40.91, PC-45.30 plus postage; 61 pp.)
In response to declines' in enrollment and average

daily attendance since 1975, Ofrlone College can ducted
+- a study of student attrition which involved: (1),;.a

telephone survey of the 2,593 stutrts- who enrol/rd
in Fall. 1979- and dropped, Out or __withdrew from classed.

before the tend of the quarter;.0 (2) a mailed survey
of the 15members of the talifornia Community and Junior

41Follege Research and Development Commission soliciting
suggestions fop lowering student attrition; and (3)
a, folLowk.up ,survey of 50 students who had participated
in the initial survey asking them to, ev0Ote the interview
process. , Specificallp the study sought to assess
the demographic make-up of the students who -withdrew,
to determine their reasons for leaving, and to identify
possible ways of. increasing retention. Major findings
opf tel4hone survey, based on a 46% resionse _rate,
reveal that most dropouts. were white, female, high
school graduated attending selecA . courses in the

4

evening on -a part-time basis. Conflict between work
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and study was the most commpn reason for leaving, however,

a review of the lilenaturte on student Attrition, summarizes

and presentf recommendations for addressing the attrition
the responses from each of the three participant group,

The study report presents

20 of the respondents indicated that they had achieved
"their educational goals.

problem.
Bakshiss, Robert. 'As Assessment of Triton College Student
Retention: Fall 1978-Spring 1979. Vol. XIV, Number
20. River Grove,' Ill.:1 Jriton College, 1979. (ED
17 - Nf--$0.91, PCB -$5.30 plus postage; 73pp) -

A, su of two random samples of 500 students drawn
from 'sts of returning and non-returning'estudents-

. , at4 ollegi was conducted to study student retention
betwe 11 1178 and Spring 1979. Data, gathered., .
`from ,returning and 159 non-returning respondents,
were /analized in terms "of: (1) student educational
i nta (2Y reasons for termination, (3) employment
characteristics, lend (4) other considerations, including
number of ' credit -hours coipleted, reletionship between
average. Results indicated that ,nort-returning" students
had differen1 educational' objectives and requirements Ir

an returning students and were less satisfied that"-It
eir individual ,goals had been met. Reasons for not

returning included, -among men, ."conflicting job.4ours"
and, among- women, "completed needed courses" and "other
personal /family reasons." Non-returning students gave ...
high ratings instructidnal quality, yet gave "neutral"ratings
ratings to counseling, course advisement, tutoring,
and veterans' services. Of the non-returning students,
5% were employed fitil-tfme, = compared to only 46% of
returning students. ' Miscellaneoys findings indicated_
that returning students tended' to complete more courses
and' expect more indirect benefits from their college;
experience than non - returning students.-
Corbitt, Gail. First Year. of, ARAP-SIS: - A SumearY
of the Results from a Comprehensive Student Follow-
Up System. Littleton, Cold'.: Arapahoe Community College,
1979. (ED 176. 811; NF--$0.91, PC--$2.00 pill postage;
22 pp.)

i -
.14.1
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:

ARAP-SIS, Arapahoe Community Co1lIge's (ACC's) stude)i

follow-up system, consists of seven subsystems. Between
1976 and 1978, five of these were implemented, Data
from the goals ent subsystem revealed that 60%

4-

of the students wh de Tared a goal intended to receive
an associate degree an academic field, though many

were occupational maj s. The course ifIthdrawal subsystem

focused on reasons for withdrlwal and potential benefits
from counselrng While the college withdrawal subsystem,
looked at students' major, reasons for withdrawal,
use of student services, and intention to return to

ACC. In both studies, the most frequently cited reason
for withdrawal was conflicting job hours. Another
subsystem considered students who enrolled for courses

- a but did not show up during the first two weeks. Dis-
counting the many students who actually desired to
be reinstated, 26% of the '!no shows" pc "walk-ins"
did not attend because of conflicting job hours and

25% because of personal or family reasons. The grbduate
follow-up subsystem investigated selected student char-
acteristics, career and education A1 objectives and.

.prmient status, employment backsgroun , transfer problems,

relatedness of ACC training to ob, interest in returning

it
to ACC, satisfaction with colleg ervices and preparation,
job prospects, and salaries; Summarized findings are
provided arld tables present selected data for each
subsystem.

iper, Robert. ,West 'Los, Angeles College Student Follow-

Up Study' Project Report. Culver City, Calif.: West
Los Angeles College, 1979. (ED 175 489; MF--$0.91,
PC--$6.45 plus postage; 78 pp.)

A follow-up study was conducted among new student%
at West Los Angeles College (WLAC) td identify student
characteristics, educational goal's, and objectives;
and to relate these characteristics to student attrition.

Subjects for the study were 483 first-time freshmen
enrolled at 'CAC in Fall 1977. This initial sample
was surveyed again one year later and classified as
either returning or non-returning students. Findings
indicited that, of new students at WLAC, 56% attended
for practical , reasons, 32% because of the educational

,

-
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progremi offered, and 23% repoke,d that their primary,"

reason for attendance was personal intereSt and growth.'
Of the original sAmple, 71% did not return the following

fall; 9* of the original ,sample registered but never

completed any acadedic units.. .Retention mas highest

among. those students stating personal interest, -as their

reason for collegi atteneance. The non-returning students

tended, to be 'older individuals with limited or specific

objectives who planned to take selecte oursesrather
than 'enter. degrA-oriented progr'ams. Th urvey instru-
ments'Used in the study are appended:And p rtial results

.

are presented ih tables.

Gold, 'Ben -T. Persistence Rates in DAy Classes: .Fall,
,1978*: 1Calif.: Los Angelet City College, 1979. (ED

172 ,8431 MF--$0.91, PC--$3.65 plus.. postage; 30 pp.).

' In order to investigate patterns of persistence

in courses taken by day 'students at Lai Angeles City

College, class ,c enrollment data were gathered at the

end of the third week of the Fall 1928 semester, at

thl first and second cerisut weeks, and on the last

.-da of the. semester. Additionally; the number of students

receivittg final grades other than W (witWdrawal from
. .

class) wAs determined. Persistence rates' were calculated

as a perCentage of third week enrollment. The study

revealed an overall persistence rate of 61 3%, or cct,n-

.versely, that 38.7% of the students enrolled in day

classes failed to complete the class with a grade other
than W. Individual) doss dropout rate ranged from

.0 to over 80%. The Persistenclorate of 61''.:5% if signif-
icantly below the Fall 1971 figure of 69.9%. Of 32

departments, 28 showed a lOwee persistence rate in

1978 than in 1971. Highest rates of persistence generally

were experiericed in two:Year occupational Abject fields,

especially those related to health. The study report

presents persistence rates for all courses alpha-

betically, then' by combining courses into 90 subject

fields and 32 departments. In addition, final persistence

rates Jere rank ordered by department and compared

with Fall 1971 data...

Hall, roni, and Reed; Jim. Nonreturning Students Data

Summari--1976-77. Tex-SIS' Follow-up; Postsecondary'

.%,
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Student Follow-up Management Information System. ,Monograph
. '10. Austin: Texas Education Agency, Departmgnt of

Occupational Educati and Technology, 1979. (ED 178
123; MF--$0.91, PC--$3. plus postage; 50 pp.)

A total of 2,782 nonr rning occupational and t er

students responded to a series of surveys conducted
by 13 Texas coemunitv colleges during fall 1977 as
"art of the Tex-SIS (Student Information System) Follow-
up System. InformatiNL on college majors, edUcational
goals, reasons for nOlare-enrolling,.. satisfiction with
college experience, instructional and student services
ratings, employment or educational status, relevancy
of college courses, and credit hours transferred was
collected. Of respondents, 59% had been occupational/

J. L technical majors and 24% -had been .university transfer/
. Academic majors; 24% fully and 56% partially completed

their goals. Among occupational students, the most'

important reasons fon., not re-enrolling were conflicting
job hours (18%), 'pkpletion of needed courses (15%),
and financial probleis (11%). Among transfer students,
33% transferred to another college, 20% completed needed
courses, and 7% cited conflicting job hours as their
reason for not re- enrolling. For all majors, 83% were
Satisfield or very satisfied with their educational
experience. .

.

Highlights of the, study are graplii,cally presented in

the report and summarized data are'provided in a manner

to facilitate Mhe comparison of information from individual
colleges with statewide restyits. Blank forms ari'provided

and the survey instrument is included.'

MisSIS-- Course Withdrawal Analysis, kali 1979 (and)

MisSIS Analysis--Colly Withdrawal, Fall 1979. Insti-
tutibnal Research Reports No. 79/80-10 (and) 79/80-

, 11. Perkinston: Mississippi Gulf Coast'Junior College,
Vtio. (ED 191 536; MF--$0.91, PC--$2.00 plus postage;
23 pp.)

.

As a contribution to the statewide Mississippi Student
Tflenration , System (MisSIS), Mississippi Gulf Coast
Junior College (MGCJC) conducted tto surveys to determje:
(1)' the reasons students cited for withdrawing from
courses during Fall 1979, and (2 the reasonsystddents IP

, P
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cited for withdrawing from college during that semester.

Survey participants included 590 students' who dropped

courses and all 253 students Who withdrew from the

college. Major findings indicate a variety of reasons

for course withdrawal: too heavy a course Ina. (21:4%),

grade problems (20%), conflicting job hours (10.8%),

attendance -problems (10.1%), dissatisfaction with the-

instructor 19.2%), dissatisfaction with r the 'course

content (6.4%), and miscellaneous job, transportition,

or personal problems (11.5i). The ma)ority of 'those

who dropped a course did not feel that consultation.

with, a counselor Vould be beneficial. Major reasons

for college withdrawal included personal problems (15.5%),

change of residence (12.6%), attendance problems (11%),

and conflicting job hours (10.4%). About half of the

college dropouts were employed and the majority (83.9%)

expressed satisfaction with their education. While

attending MGCJC, 47.7% of the respondents to thAcollege

withdrawal survey utilized counseling services, and

18.8% received tutorial assistance. The survey. reports

present findings for course wiedrswai by -Ii-scipline

and for college withdrawal by major.
, -

Welch, Marie Whalen. A Study of' Stadent attrition

and Retention in Postsecondary OccupationIr.tddcition
t,

Programs at Two-Year Publit and Independent Degree-

GraRting Institutions in New York State, -Albany:

Bureau of Occupational Education ffelnrch, New York

State Education Department, 1980. (ED 191 537; MF-

-$0.91, PC-43.65.plus ppstage, 36 pplioi

4 Progress .'to date is summarized for a

4
four-Thase

research project conducted by the NewilioA State Education.

Departacnt to identify the factors which affecy student's

decisions to complete, postpone, or discontinue his/her

occupational education at a two-year,. postsecoodavy

institution. After introductory' material'which eZarines

the need for attrition research and then reviews the

literature concerning g-attrition at two-yearinstitutions,

the repo'rt discusses the outcomes of P4se I of the

project, which consisted of 'an analysis of attrition

and reterftion data currently available at the New Fork

Education Department. Inc,lude this' section., is

a caparison of the total numbe of completers and
v

,
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leavers by occupational program, area among students
at various state two-year institutions during 1978-
79, as _well as a summary o the major reasons students
reported for dropping out. Next, the ,report analyzes
findings forl Phase II, during which data were collected

from the State University of New York, the City University
of New York, and the Commission on Independent Colleges
and Universities. Areas of investigation included
causes of attrition, the use 'of exit interviews, and
retention methods and their success. Finally, the
report examines methodology to be used during Phases
III and IV in collecting relevant data directly from
the two-year colleges and in surveying the students.
Data tables end, a bibliography are included.

ERIC materials are received from colleges, universities,

research institutions, state agencies, and other education-
related organizations and groups located throughout
the country. The Clearinghouse invites reports dealing
with student' attrition research as well as reports
on other aspects of community /junior college education.
Please send two copies of each document you would like

to have considered for the ERIC collection to our Documents
Coordinator.

We call_ ybur attention to two publications related
to current concerns of two-year college educators.
Siftle;.copies are available at no charge -from the,

Clearinghouse for 'Junior Colleges, 96 Powell library,

University of California, Los Angeles, California 90024.
Appraising Managerial Peformance. Robert G. ahti.

January 1981.

Why Students Drop Courses. Jack Friedlander.
January 1981.
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